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J A H R E
G A R A N T I E

Are you seated for long periods during your day-to-day activities? Tired legs or 
a cramped sensation? Unable to place your feet flat on the floor? An easy height 
adjustable footrest is just the solution for you! Suitable for any workplace, ranging 
from offices and industrial environments to supermarket checkouts and call centre 
workstations.

Score offers an extensive range of footrests.
- Our Basic Line stands for reliability and durability
- Our Discus Line combines functionality and design
- Our new Score PRO 959® footrest represents the new generation of footrests, 

boasting easy, quick, and safe foot-operated adjustment and a large footboard 
with new patented height adjustment

Score footrests guarantee years of carefree convenience

Footrests Special

NEW!PRO 959®

Basic Line
“Proven functionality”
This cast-iron, height adjustable footrest can withstand prolonged and intensive use. Guaranteed quality for many 
years. Since its launch, over 200,000 Basic footrests have found their way to as many satisfied end users. Available in 
various models, including ESD and Stainless Steel, footrests from our Basic Line can be tailored to specific workplace 
requirements.

• Manufactured from high-quality materials, such as a strong steel 
undercarriage and a tilting impact-proof plastic (ABS) footboard

• Supports loads of up to 100 kg
• Optimum freedom of movement thanks to the footboard’s 

tilt angle of up to 48˚, non-slip footboard
• User-friendly single foot-operated height 

adjustment mechanism 8-29 cm
• Non-slip feet, suitable for every type of floor
• Also available in ESD and Stainless Steel 
• 5 year guarantee

The Basic 950 stainless steel is 
hand operated and constructed 
with a stainless steel frame, for 
use in a hygienic environment. 
It is ideal for use in combination 
with a Score stainless steel chair. 

optional

With a height adjustment 
of 24-36 cm, the Basic 
951 is ideal for extra high 
workstations. The footrest 
benefits from a hand operated 
adjustable tilting platform and 
the compact design enables 
the Basic 951 to be used in 
space compromised areas

Hand operated, the Basic 950 
footrest benefits from both 
height and tilt adjustment with 
a height range of 5-23 cm. 
The ‘open’ frame allows the 
footrest to be positioned close 
to a chair whilst avoiding 
interference with the starbase.

Look for more information and detailed specifications on scorenl.com 

Stainless Steel
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0˚ - 22˚
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Discus 250T
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Discus Line 
“Where feet meet design”
Modern design footrests fitted with foot-operated gas lift height adjustment, which is easy to operate from a seated 
position. Our footrests are manufactured from high-quality materials, such as a strong steel undercarriage and a tilting 
impact-proof plastic (ABS) footboard, guaranteeing many years of trouble-free use. The Discus has withstood a durability 
test of over 80,000 movements, which equals roughly 25 years of intensive use! In short, ergonomics, functionality, and 
design come together in the “Discus, where feet meet design”.

• Height adjustment 5-15 cm (150T)
• Footboard tilt angle from 5° up to 27° 
• Non-slip footboard
• Supports loads of up to 80 kg

Score PRO 959®

“Seating comfort on a pedestal”
Greater comfort and ease of use resulting in a sound and healthy sitting position. The new Score PRO 959® footrest 
possesses all the high-quality basic features you have come to expect from Score, and even surpasses expectations 
in a number of areas. Easier, faster, and safer to operate with just one foot, and fitted with a larger DIN 4556-compliant 
footboard. 

• A highly user-friendly single foot-operated adjustment mechanism 
that requires only a slight tap of the orange button

• Easily adjustable to the right height for you, between 9 and 37 cm
• Optimum freedom of movement thanks to the footboard’s tilt angle of 

up to 22° to get the position that is most comfortable for you
• Non-slip feet, suitable for every type of floor
• Large non-slip footboard, W 49 cm X D 40 cm, for optimum comfort  

(as per DIN 4556)
• Supports loads of up to 100 kg
• Quality that translates into a 5-year guarantee
• 99% recyclable thanks to Score’s careful selection of materials

Tip: The right height for your 
footrest!
Your upper and lower legs should form an angle 
of 90°. If your feet rest comfortably on the
footrest, the footrest is set to the right height 
for optimum blood circulation. 

European Directive 90/270/
EEC stipulates that a footrest 
must be made available if 
requested. This footrest 
should be at least 45 cm wide 
and 35 cm deep (DIN4556), 
and offer a height adjustment 
range of at least 11 cm, 
measured from the floor. The 
slope angle of the supporting 
surface must be adjustable 
from 5 to at least 15 degrees.

Working conditions legislation

Fully foot operated, the Discus is an 
ergonomic footrest that offers maximum 
convenience. Sitting at your workstation, 
you can effortlessly adjust the height and 
angle of the footboard using the orange 
button.

NEW!

• Height adjustment 15-25 cm (250T)
• Footboard tilt angle from 5° up to 27° 
• Non-slip footboard
• Supports loads of up to 80 kg 


